
Tallinn MTBO Camp 2023 – Information

Training types and locations:

06.04 Training: Sprint + Line-Orienteering (Mustamäe) 59.397944, 24.661952

07.04 "Camp Cup - Middle" (Jõelähtme) 59.470394, 25.026835 

07.04 Training: Shortened Long-distance (Raudalu MTB-rajad) 59.366624, 24.758622 

08.04 "Camp Cup - 2 x Sprint" (Merimetsa) 59.435145, 24.683704 

08.04 Training: Shortened Long-distance (Pirita - Muuga) 59.460703, 24.853027 

09.04 "Camp Cup - Mass-start" (Kuusalu) 59.443823, 25.437278

09.04 Training: Shortened Long-distance (Mustamäe - Astangu) 59.386366, 24.629468

10.04 "Camp Cup - Sprint-Relay" (Tondiraba park) 59.444479, 24.847019

In the morning-trainings start is open 10-11, finish to 13. In the afternoon-trainings start is 

open 15.30-16.30, finish to 18.30! 06.04 – start is open 18-19 (Maps are given to participants 

at the start.)

Organizers and course-setters notes:

In some places there are still snow and ice in the terrains, but generally this year´s riding-

conditions are (much) better than in last year´s camp (as in 2022 the winter was really much 

longer).

As a training camp takes place close or in the urban areas there are quite a lot of tracks and 

pathes. Be careful when riding on open roads and streets – traffic is not very active, but still 

open everywhere! NB – Sprint-training in the first day and Sprint-Relay in the last day takes 

place mostly in very urban area!

Other dangerous areas – in some places there are quite a high cliffs (Mustamäe – Astangu), 

deep river (Pirita – Muuga) and steep slopes (Jõelähtme). Please use the common sense, do 

not take unnecessary risks and try to cross them in the places where there is no path or track.



All the terrains are generally well mapped for various MTBO events (mostly Tuesday 

afternoon mass-events) in last years, but organizers and course-setters have´nt been able to re-

visit and check all tracks and pathes on all possible route-choices after the winter. Therefore 

not all fallen trees, minor changes etc are marked to the map as in high-level competitions. 

(For the morning training-competitions (Camp Cup´s ) the fieldwork has been a little bit more

serious compared to afternoon-trainings.)

After just ended winter some smaller and narrower pathes might be a little bit hard to see or 

follow  in some places – as they could be covered by last years tree-leaves on the ground and 

there could be also down-bended branches (by the heavy snow) above the pathes.

In the morning training-competitions (Camp Cup´s) there is SIAC time-keeping (+Livelox). 

In the afternoon-trainings there is a Livelox route-recording (with own phones) and only CP-

flags in the forest. 

Good luck, have fun and enjoy Your trainings! 

Information: Margus Hallik (+372 52 00 110), hallik@mail.com


